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GIS &Tips     Tricks By Dave Maune, Ph.D., CP, GS, PS, 
and Al Karlin, Ph.D, CMS-L, GISP

This month’s column is a bit of a twist on the “standard” GIS 
Tips & Tricks and focuses on a highly technical area of photo-
grammetry, namely Aerial Triangulation and gives us a brief 
history of the technology. Dr. David Maune contributed this 
column and he opens up the “black box” for a little trickery 
that enables low-cost, high-precision imagery. Enjoy.

Today, Aerial Triangulation (AT) is performed with “black 
box” technology that most users don’t understand. My 
“trick” in teaching AT is to review all generations of photo-
grammetry that led to today’s digital photogrammetry and 
Structure from Motion (SfM).

Fundamentals of Photogrammetry — To reconstruct 
the 3-D geometry that existed when each aerial photo is 
taken, AT determines the 3-D ground-coordinate positions 
(X/Y/Z) of the camera focal point and angular orientation 
(ω/φ/κ) of the camera when each photo is taken, where: X is 
the x-coordinate (Easting), Y is the y-coordinate (Northing) 
and Z is the elevation of each photo’s focal point, e.g., o1 and 
o2 in Figure 1; omega (ω) is the roll around the x-axis, the di-
rection of flight in the photo coordinate system; phi (φ) is the 
pitch around the y-axis, horizontally perpendicular to the 
x-axis; and kappa (κ) is the yaw around the z-axis, vertical 
and perpendicular to the x-axis and y-axis. Upper case let-
ters (X/Y/Z) represent ground coordinates, typically in State 
Plane or UTM meters; lower case letters (x/y) represent pho-
to coordinates, typically mm in a photo coordinate system. 

Figure 1. With correct position and orientation of each photo in space, 
2-D measurements of points p1 and p2 on stereo photos enable the 3-D 
mapping of point P on the ground.

At Figure 1, the two photos are shown in the position of film 
positives. Assume f is the camera focal length (e.g., 6˝ for older 
film cameras), o1 and o2 are the lens’ focal points for the cam-
era when photos 1 and 2 were taken; x1 and y1 are the photo 
coordinates of point p1 on photo 1, and x2 and y2 are the photo 
coordinates of point p2 on photo 2. In theory, the two lines 
(light rays) drawn from o1 through p1 and from o2 through p2 
should intersect at point P, enabling photogrammetrists to 
map the 3-D coordinates of point P on the ground. However, 
without correct position (X/Y/Z) and orientation (ω/φ/κ) of the 
two photographs, those two light rays will never intersect 
at point P, ground features cannot be focused in stereo, and 
terrain features cannot be mapped in 3-D. Without relative 
orientation (RO) between a pair of stereo images, analysts will 
see “parallax” in the stereo model. I think of parallax as the 
displacement amount in x and y at any point (e.g., point P) 
when the two lines do not intersect and are out of focus. Both 
x-parallax and y-parallax need to be removed for 3-D mapping 
from photogrammetry. Without absolute orientation (AO), the 
model will not be scaled and leveled to fit ground control. 

Analog Photogrammetry — First generation analog photo-
grammetry was used from the 1930s into the 1970s. Multiplex 
and Kelsh plotters were the primary optical stereo plotters 
used, subsequently replaced by optical-mechanical analog 
stereo plotters. Optical and optical-mechanical analog plotters 
physically reconstructed 3-D stereo geometry, at reduced scale, 
from metric film cameras. Both RO and AO of analog stereo 
pairs were lengthy and demanding processes. Figure 2 shows 
the first two projectors in a string of many Multiplex projectors 
that replicated a flight line with each stereo pair of photos hav-
ing approximately 60% forward overlap so that many features 
were imaged on three successive photos as shown in Figure 
3. Reduction printers generated 2˝ × 2˝ glass diapositives 
from the original 9˝ × 9˝ film negatives. Then anaglyph (red/
blue) glasses were used so that the photogrammetrist saw the 
left image with his/her left eye, and the right image with his/
her right eye. But the stereo model could not clearly be seen 
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and focused until the two projectors were brought into RO by 
adjusting the height of the tracing table to remove x-parallax 
at six Von Gruber points (points “a” through “f” in Figure 3) 
and iterative adjustment of the ω/φ/κ dials shown in Figure 2 
to remove y-parallax at those points. This process could take 8 
hours per stereo model. Subsequently, AO is required to adjust 
the relatively oriented stereo models to the proper map scale 
(by adjusting the baseline distance between stereo images 
(white arrow in Figure 2) and other adjustments to fit pho-
to-control points and to level the models. After RO and AO, the 
map manuscript is plotted by moving the tracing table (with 
pencil beneath) while viewing the stereo model in 3-D. Contour 
lines were drawn by keeping the platen on the tracing table at 
the same height while moving, keeping the platen’s “floating 
point” on the ground while tracing. This required a great deal 
of training and human skill for compiling topographic maps.

Reference the red circles in Figure 2, y-parallax is cleared 
at each of the six Von Gruber points after first clearing the 
x-parallax at each point by adjusting the height of the platen 
on the tracing table. For the first stereo model, photogram-
metrists cleared y-parallax at “b” with κ at projector II; then 
they cleared y-parallax at “e” with κ at projector I. Next they 
cleared y-parallax at “c” with φ at projector II and they cleared 
y-parallax at “f” with φ at projector I. Then they introduced 

one-half the y-parallax existing at point “a” or “d” in the 
opposite direction using ω of either projector. This process was 
repeated until no parallax existed at any of the six points. For 
subsequent stereo models, a similar process was used but with 
all adjustments to κ, φ and ω made only to projector III, hold-
ing projector II fixed from the prior relative orientation - then 
adjustments to Projector IV holding projector III fixed, etc. 

Figure 3. Pass points (e.g., d,e,f) are selected in the triple overlap area 
to transfer control from one photo to the next in the same flight line. Tie 
points (e.g., c,f,i) tie one flight line to the adjacent side-lapping flight line.

Analytical Photogrammetry — Second generation ana-
lytical photogrammetry was dominant from the 1970s into 
the 1990s. PUG stereoscopic point transfer instruments were 
used to precisely drill small holes in the film emulsion for 
points in the triple-overlap region for pass-points and tie-
points (see Figure 3) so the x and y coordinates of those points 
could be precisely measured in over-lapping and side-lapping 
images. Using collinearity equations, analytical plotters 
mathematically reconstructed the 3-D stereo geometry from 
metric film cameras. Part of the math for analytical photo-
grammetry included film camera “interior orientation” which 
defines image space coordinates based on camera calibration 
parameters such as precise focal length and lens distortion 
models inside the camera itself. These analytical models 
also applied corrections for atmospheric refraction and other 
parameters that could be mathematically modeled.

Least Squares adjustments, critical for analytical, digital and 
SfM photogrammetry, are used to solve an overdetermined 
system of equations (many more known values than unknown 
values) based on the principle of least squares of observation 
residuals. The “knowns” are survey control points, camera cal-

Figure 2. A Multiplex stereo pair projected with one image in red and 
the other in blue so the photogrammetrist, wearing anaglyph (red/blue) 
glasses, could see the stereo model in 3-D and remove parallax for relative 
orientation and subsequent absolute orientation prior to plotting the 
manuscript.
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ibration parameters, and 2-D (x/y photo coordinate) measure-
ments made on the pass points, tie points, and photo-identifi-
able target points to be mapped. The “unknowns” are the X/Y/Z 
and ω/φ/κ for each photo as well as the X/Y/Z ground coordi-
nates of each pass point, tie point, and target point. The “trick” 
is to observe as many points on the ground as you can in the 
triple-overlap areas because each unknown point adds three 
“unknowns” (ground X/Y/Z coordinates) to the least squares 
solution and six “knowns” in triple-overlap areas where x/y 
photo coordinates are measured on each of three photos. 

Digital Photogrammetry — Third generation digital 
photogrammetry was introduced in 1991 by the U.S. Army 
Engineer Topographic Laboratories (ETL) that developed 
the Terrain Information Extraction System (TIES). TIES in-
cluded the first film scanner and the first digital stereo pho-
togrammetric workstation (DSPW), using polarized glasses 
to see in stereo on a computer screen, and software (now 
marketed as SOCET SET) developed for the DSPW. With 
digital photogrammetry, DSPWs mathematically regenerate 
3-D stereo geometry from digital images. The main “trick” 
from digital photogrammetry is that it relies on automated 
image correlation (image matching) to identify conjugate 
points on overlapping digital images and automatically gen-
erates thousands of pass points and tie points for large AT 
block adjustments. It also exploits the benefits of GPS and 
IMU technologies that provide excellent a priori estimates of 
position and orientation of each image so automated image 
correlation is efficient and least squares adjustment pro-
vides excellent a posteriori values for all unknowns. SOCET 
SET, and similar software packages by other firms, enables 
the production of digital orthophotos and automatically gen-
erates DEMs and digital feature data. Digital photogram-
metry became more efficient in the early 2000’s when digital 
cameras were developed that added numerous AT benefits.

Structure from Motion (SfM) — Emerging in recent 
years, fourth generation SfM is essentially digital photo-
grammetry, using highly overlapping digital imagery from 
consumer-grade, non-metric cameras (Figure 4). SfM imag-
ery is often acquired from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). 
SfM software automatically identifies conjugate features in 
multiple overlapping images using image matching. These 
features are tracked from image to image and are used to 
calibrate cameras and estimate camera positions (X/Y/Z) and 
orientation (ω/φ/κ) of each image so that target features can 
be mapped on the ground with high accuracy at a fraction 

the cost of traditional photogrammetric techniques. There 
is no requirement in SfM for any a priori knowledge of the 
camera’s interior or exterior orientation or the scene geom-
etry; these quantities are recovered empirically through a 
redundant network of matched feature points during the 
bundle block adjustment AT process. The ability to derive 
these quantities sets SfM apart from traditional techniques 
and allows for the use of lower cost cameras for which the 
calibration is unknown. Now that’s a smart “trick.”

Please feet free to share yours with us. Send your questions, 
comments, and tips to GISTT@ASPRS.org.

Dr. Dave Maune is Chief Scientist for the GTS group at 
Dewberry Engineers in Fairfax, VA. Maune has been an 
industry leader in photogrammetry, IFSAR and lidar and is 
the editor and principal author of all three editions of Digital 
Elevation Model Technologies and Applications: The DEM 
Users Manual, published by ASPRS. He was the ETL Di-
rector when TIES was developed. Dr. Al Karlin is with the 
Geospatial and Technology Services (GTS) group at Dewber-
ry Engineers in Tampa, FL; as a Senior Geospatial Scien-
tist, Karlin works with all aspects of lidar, remote sensing, 
photogrammetry, and GIS-related projects.

Figure 4. With SfM, highly redundant image overlap allows for self-calibra-
tion of non-metric cameras and accurate mapping of point features visible 
on overlapping images.
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